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Surrounded by nature –  
a new world of plants for USM Haller  
 
USM is introducing a new range of plant accessories that will bring nature 
into apartments, corporate offices and communal public spaces along with all 
its benefits. With an easy-to-integrate design, USM Haller's new world of 
plants creates stunning green landscapes in the blink of an eye – for both 
existing and budding plant lovers. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Greenery-filled spaces are ideal for meetings, working and living within. These days, we spend 80% to 
90% of our time indoors every day. Adding plants to a room significantly improves our well-being, 
helping to reduce stress and boost productivity. USM's new world of plants is a simple, modular 
solution for its USM Haller modular furniture system that allows customised greenery to be added to 
various areas of life.  
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This includes panels with pot cut-outs, specially developed pots and a watering set. The panels are 
available in 5 sizes and 14 USM colours. The pots come in one size and two colours (Terracotta and 
Basalt). 

In open-plan offices and co-working spaces, USM Haller furniture with integrated plants can be used to 
create privacy screens between workstations or to naturally structure larger rooms. They can create 
cosy corners and separate areas in restaurants, brighten up the postcard and accessories section of 
museum shops, or add a cheerful touch to hospital foyers. 

This simple and elegant system is perfect for both offices and homes, creating a green oasis of well-
being in the living room or an eye-catching feature in the kitchen, for example in the form of a herb 
trolley. In short, the world of plants for USM Haller enhances any room and blends in seamlessly with 
the surroundings. 

It can also be combined with the USM Haller E advanced lighting solution for use in an even wider 
range of spaces. Targeted lighting or dimming for the world of plants in public or private spaces creates 
a warm and intimate atmosphere that immediately banishes everyday stress. 

As always with USM modular furniture systems, the new accessories can also be integrated into 
existing furniture configurations. Always sustainable – and now with green components: the Swiss 
company remains committed to environmental responsibility. 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

More information on the world of plants for USM Haller: 
https://www.usm.com/en/home/products/usm-haller-collection/a-world-of-plants-for-usm-
haller/ 
 
Product Specifications: https://www.usm.com/en/home/products/usm-haller-collection/a-
world-of-plants-for-usm-haller/details/#/ 
 
Images/Videos Download: 
https://data.usm.com/sixomc/webcenter?_down=R91MGWXSRQD&theme=six98Light 
 
(All links automatically forward users to the respective country’s landingpage based on the IP address) 
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